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Ever wanted a ringside seat as a professional hedge fund manager invests and trades his firm’s capital? Join former CNBC and Fox News anchor, Wall Street Correspondent for The Tonight Show as he outlines his analysis, trades and investments on TradingWithCody.com.
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Cody Willard and his stock analysis has been featured on CBS News, ABC’s 20/20, in the Financial Times, the Wall Street Journal, Fortune Magazine and many other places. Some of the many home runs that he’s shared with his subscribers include (click the links to see the original Trade Alert for each position):




Do you have any positions that are up several thousand percent? Want to follow Cody’s secrets to investment success?


Subscribe now. You can cancel at anytime.




	
	Monthly : $129.00 USD – monthly
Annual : $1,249.00 USD – yearly
Weekly : $49.00 USD – weekly
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Buy with Crypto





 



The Trading With Cody proprietary WiNR Ratio and WilPOWR Rating algorithms:

After spending more than twenty years developing my approach to investing and trading, I’ve found that each proposed trade/investment (equity, options, cryptocurrencies, crowdfunding, etc) starts with questions like these:

	Why will the trade work?
	What can go wrong?
	What’s the timeframe?
	What’s the best way to play it?
	What’s the downside risk to the trade?
	What’s the potential upside of the trade?


I’ve developed an algorithmic program to help me answer these questions and develop a quantitative, repeatable process doing so. The WiNR Ratio it kicks out estimates the likely annualized returns adjusting for risk/reward.

Likewise, whenever I analyze an equity investment opportunity with a time frame of at least three years, I use several fundamental metrics to get a sense of the company’s valuation:

	Balance sheet
	Projected 2-3 year forward P/E ratio
	Projected 2-3 year topline growth rate
	Dividend yield (if any)


Those inputs, along with other proprietary metrics including ways of measuring a company’s “Revolution Factor” go into an algorithmic system that calculates what I call the WilPOWR Rating. These new programs and the fact that we now have a repeatable, quantifiable, trackable process of analysis, trades and investments in these proprietary systems gives us yet another potential edge for the hedge fund.

Sign up today for TradingWithCody.com and included in your subscription is:

	Fundamental analysis and reports on the markets, economy and individual stocks most week days.
	A listing of Cody’s latest positions in order from largest to smallest with Revolution Investing ratings and analysis on each position once per month.
	A Live Chat Room where Cody answers questions and engages with the Trading With Cody community almost daily.
	Trade Alerts every time Cody buys or sells a stock, option or cryptocurrency, as often as 1-5 times per week.
	A Live Weekly Q&A that Cody hosts each week in the Chat Room to bring together the community and create a running transcript of questions and answers, one time per week.
	And more.


 


 





	
	Monthly : $129.00 USD – monthly
Annual : $1,249.00 USD – yearly
Weekly : $49.00 USD – weekly










 





Some of Cody’s trading career highlights include:

Launching a tech-centric long/short equity hedge fund on October 1, 2002, just eleven days before the Nasdaq finished its two-year long 75% decline.

Closing his hedge fund on October 1, 2007 to become a national news anchor as he warned of the collapse of the major Wall Street banks and the infrastructure of the hedge fund industry just as the markets topped and subsequently crashed 60% in the next year.

Telling his followers to buy and stay long Apple since March 2003 when the stock was $1 per share to this very day:


[image: ]Telling his followers to buy and stay long Google since August 2004 when the stock was $45 per share to this very day:

[image: ]Making Facebook one of his top 3 positions and by loading up on Facebook common stock and long-dated call options when the stock was $20 after the stock had crashed post-IPO.
[image: Screen Shot 2015-09-29 at 3.38.48 PM]

Betting Donald Trump Jr that oil would see the $30s before it would see $150s as Cody hosted a nationally-televised two-hour block party on Wall Street in July 2008, as oil was at $130 on its way to $147 before falling all the way to $32 in the ensuing months. The bet? Each of their respective inheritance against each other’s. True story:
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Here’s what people and the media are saying about Cody and his stock picks:

“Not only does Cody Willard have an uncanny ability to pick revolutionary tech stocks for the long haul, netting his Trading With Cody subscribers huge gains, he’s dedicated to helping us keep those gains by trimming around our core positions and steering us clear of future bear markets, just as he has in the past.” – Tenacious Trader, 2018

“Trading with Cody is a great way for the busy average person to get insights into investing ideas and the market trends early. Instead of day trading or attempting timing each move against the market, Cody aims to be in the innovative companies early or appropriately. His non-emotional approach to the market and coaching is a very reassuring contrast to the whiplash inducing changing headlines one is otherwise exposed to.” – Ben, 2018

“Aside from being a straight shooter he is a solid individual. Over the years that I have been with Cody I feel very comfortable with his understanding of what makes the market tick. What I learned from him is patience, and more importantly that I make decisions of how much to buy and when to sell. I look forward to his commentary and over the years I have not only profited by using his service but appreciate how decent and smart he is.” – Marvin, 2017

“Cody Willard, a Wall Street wonder at 25.” – NY Daily News, 2006

“I refer you to Cody Willard and his excellent newsletter — he’s been nailing them. He’s had them all.” – Jim Cramer, legendary hedge fund manager and CNBC anchor, 2005   Read more testimonials
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[image: ][image: ]MoneyShow Silicon Valley Invitation (And A Minor Trade Alert)
April 4, 2024 By Bryce Smith 
Cody will be in San Francisco May 7-9 at the MoneyShow’s Investment Masters Symposium. You are all invited and please use this link to register. Also, be sure and check out Cody’s interview with the MoneyShow’s Mike Larson on this week’s MoneyMasters Podcast: Lastly, we are picking up a little Lululemon Athletica (LULU) as the […]


[image: ][image: ]Is The Bubble Over?, Tesla FSD Improvements, HOOD v. RKLB, And Much More
April 3, 2024 By Cody Willard 
Here’s the transcript from today’s Live Q&A Chat. And don’t forget to follow us on X.com @TradingWithCody and Facebook TradingWithCody. Also, as previously discussed, we are now completely out of DallasNews (DALN).  Q. Would you categorize this current bull market as a part of the 2011-2020 bubble-blowing bull market, or would you categorize it as […]


[image: ]Perfusion Revolution, Tesla at $9000, Disney Vote And Other Headlines With Revolutionary Analysis
April 3, 2024 By Cody Willard 
It’s been a while since I wrote a “Headlines With Revolutionary Analysis” and I’m going to start doing them more often as I find them helpful. Remember that the whole point of Trading With Cody is to keep a running record of my analysis and investment processes as we seek to find the most Revolutionary […]


[image: ][image: ]Crypto-Fraudo-Mania, HOOD’s New Gold Card, AI Disruption Puts, And Much More
March 28, 2024 By Cody Willard 
Here’s the transcript from this week’s Live Q&A Chat: Q. Someone has to ask (lol), so here it comes – top 5 buys/ratings at today’s prices? A. Top 5 stocks I’d nibble on right now are, in alphabetical order: Apple (AAPL), Crowdstrike (CRWD), Meta (META), Rocket Lab (RKLB), TransMedics (TMDX). Q. Regarding Tesla (TSLA): Full […]


[image: ]Trade Alert/Portfolio Cleanup (Selling SEDG, PANW, FXI, And Some Puts)
March 27, 2024 By Bryce Smith 
Bryce here. Cody is on the road today and we are just writing to share some portfolio cleanup that we did today. Several times a year we usually end up going through the entire portfolio and axing a few names just to keep the portfolio from becoming unwieldy. Over-diversification can actually become a hindrance to […]


[image: ][image: ]The Endless Progress Of Technological Advancement And Wealth Creation
March 26, 2024 By Bryce Smith 
Please note, we’ll do this week’s chat on Thursday (3/28/24) at 10:00 am ET in the TradingWithCody.com Chat Room or as always you can email us at support@tradingwithcody.com. “The greatest shortcoming of the human race is our inability to understand the exponential function.” — Professor Albert Allen Bartlett Have you ever heard this old fable: […]


[image: ][image: ]Potentially Rising Interest Rates, Cybertruck Sightings, BTC v ETH, And Much More
March 20, 2024 By Cody Willard 
Here’s the transcript from this week’s Live Q&A Chat: Q. What is it going to take for the Fed to raise rates again? A. I like this question as it Flips It on the Fed’s head. Nobody is thinking that the Fed might have to actually raise rates further and not just leave them here […]


[image: ][image: ]The AI Revolution Takes A Great Leap Forward (And A Couple Small Trade Alerts)
March 20, 2024 By Bryce Smith 
We’ll do this week’s chat at the standard time today at 3:00pm ET in the TradingWithCody.com Chat Room or as always feel free to email your questions to support@tradingwithcody.com. The AI Revolution continues to gain steam. For those that missed it, Jenson Huang — the CEO of NVIDIA (NVDA) — delivered an extremely impressive keynote address at NVIDIA’s […]


[image: ][image: ]Kurzweil’s Exponential Rate Of Change And Tesla Stock’s Current Rate Of Decline
March 15, 2024 By Bryce Smith 
Cody is in Austin today with the rest of the family doing some physical therapy with Amaris. Lori and Amaris even saw a Cybertruck for the first time in person: Pretty awesome! We wanted to share this video of Ray Kurzweil speaking on the Joe Rogan podcast this week. Cody often references Kurzweil’s Exponential Rate […]
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